
The Mythical Safari 

 

To save the Mythical Safari, Beth must embark on a treasure hunt to find the most 

precious treasure of all - the heart of the winged lion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My mother named me Beth, after her great grand mother, Elizabeth, who built The 

Mythical Safari for our family and the good mythical creatures to keep them safe from 

hunters. I was the only family member to inherit her ability to shapeshift and communicate 

with the mythical creatures. I was also blessed with her long black hair, pretty face, and pale 

complexion. She died suddenly when I was very young, and I inherited the Safari with all its 

responsibilities. Here, you would find almost every kind mystical creature. I take care of their 

habitats and needs. I guess you could call me a Zoo Keeper; or rather, keeper of the safari. 

My favourite creature is Pegasus; a magnificent winged white horse. The pillar of 

beauty. I couldn’t imagine why anyone would want to hurt such a magnificent creature, but I 



found her at the main gate, in pain,  from a broken wing. She couldn’t fly back into her 

habitat, and came baring bad news for the safari.  

She had barely escaped a poacher named Alex, who was an ugly, bold, and feared 

man that looked at the creatures as income. He searched and stalked his prize and had his 

eyes on the Safari for a very long time. However, the Safari is guarded by Typhon and is 

impenetrable to the outside world. So Alex waited day in and out for the creatures to leave to 

capture them, and had almost succeeded with Pegasus. 

 The Safari had a small library filled with many books on the mythological creatures, 

spells and recipes to heal them. As long as the creatures were happy they prospered in their 

health and habitats, and the books were rarely read. According to the Book of Clues, there 

was only one way to heal Pegasus, and it involved finding a treasure.  

There was a few clues in the book that would help me to find it. 

‘Its treasure is not seen and only felt; which can only be revealed by a gentle touch, 

and a kind heart.’ 

‘The lion with wings guards his heart with pride; just past the land of blue sands, 

surrounded by the sea of rainbows.’ 

‘To tame the heart of the lion, one must have clean hands.’ 

I understood the treasure to be the heart of a winged lion, but I was not sure as to how 

the lion could heal Pegasus; without her becoming prey. I couldn’t image myself taking out 

the heart of the beast either. 

Alex had also been looking for the winged lion for many years, and had hoped that it 

would grace its presence at the safari, or at the very least gain the knowledge in where to find 



it. With the lions heart, Alex thought he could live forever, and could make a lot of money 

selling its parts. 

I only had one problem - I had no idea how to find the lion, other than the few clues I 

read, and the help of Pegasus.  

I had to embark on a journey to find the mythical lion, to save Pegasus. The creatures 

wouldn’t allow me to go alone. A miniature mythical dragon called, Peanut; who was the size 

of a peanut, wanted to accompany me. He agreed to serve as my second pair of eyes, and 

keep me company to find the most valuable treasure of all – The heart of the lion. Peanut was 

very excited to meet the lion, as he had only heard myth’s. 

Alex wanted to kill the beast for its heart. However, according to myth, the heart of 

the lion could only be captured by clean hands; which meant a pure heart. Alex thought that 

meant that he needed to bathe before killing the lion.  

I filled my pouch with survival equipment, along with the mythical Book of Clues, 

before I headed out on the treasure hunt with Peanut. We had to prepare for anything, at all 

times. Pegasus told us to venture through ‘The Forest of Weeping Willows’ to get to the 

‘Land of Blue Sands’.  

“One must be careful to not get lost and go mad in the sadness.” Pegasus warned.  

Peanut and I headed towards the lands of blue sands; through the forest of tall, old, 

pink weeping willow  trees. The tree trunks as dark as the night sky gave contrast to the soft 

pink strands of furry branches that stretched towards the ground. Flowers of every color 

littered the floor, and with each step I took, the forest wept louder. I shapeshifted into a fairy, 

to avoid stepping on the plants, but the trees still wept as though there were other creatures 

walking around. 



Peanut had many abilities; fire breathing, flight, great hearing and eyesight, and the 

ability to feel negative energy. The only sound was the trees crying; which made me want to 

cry. Peanut also felt that someone was following us. The only protection I had, other than 

Peanut, was my ability to shapeshift and communicate with the creatures. Believe it or not, 

they are very powerful tools that do not require any weapons. Mythical creatures are 

everywhere; buried in the deep blue sand pits, and flying high above the pink willow trees. 

All watching with curious eyes; ready to help the innocent. 

It took less than a half day to reach the end of the forest. A perfectly straight line 

separated the forest from the desert. The sight of the vast oceans of blue sand before us was 

magically beautiful. At this point, there was no way for us to know which direction to go, as 

all that we both could see was endless sand hills decorated with one or two yellow cactus in 

the distance. We could only guess if we were going straight, and hope that we would 

eventually see some life. 

I took my normal human form, and walked for what seemed like half a day into the 

desert until the sun suddenly disappeared, leaving us in utter darkness. There was no light to 

guide us, or shelter that we could use or see. Time did not exist here. Since we couldn’t walk 

any further, we decided to set camp for the night.  

When I opened my eyes many hours later, the sky glowed a bright piercing orange; it 

was as blinding as the night. Peanut had filters in his eyes that shielded him from bright 

lights. I on the other hand, had no such privilege, and relied on his guidance until it became 

tolerable. Peanut noticed my pouch was missing and panicked. There was no evidence that 

anyone had been around either. Our footprints had already been blown away from the breeze, 

and so must have the prints from whomever took it.  



We now had a big problem – we were officially lost in the desert, and very thirsty and 

hungry. There was nothing in sight, other than more blue sand. All we could do was press 

forward, with the hope that we were headed in the right direction, and didn’t perish along the 

way.  

At first I thought it was a mirage when the sand began to move. Peanut excitedly 

bounced up and down on my shoulders. 

“The sphinx – sphinx is here!” Peanut squawks in his native tongue.  

A large sphinx rises up from the ground only inches from my face, showering me with 

sand. Peanut avoids the sand shower and fly’s up and rests on its shoulder and squawks at the 

enormous creature; to which it replies with a loud commanding roar that shook the ground.  

 “Answer this riddle right and I will show you the way to the Sea of Rainbows, or 

die.” The sphinx looks down at me before continuing. “What has a pure heart and is 

protected by his pride?” It asks me. 

As I could understand all mythic creatures, I knew full well what the sphinx was 

roaring about.  

“The winged lion?” I hesitantly answer. 

The pile of sand around me falls away and forms into a large arrow in front of the 

sphinx. 

“Remember this – A heart of a lion is courageous, proud and strong and a pure heart 

is protected by his pride.” 

“Will the lion eat me?” I asked abruptly, not quite understanding what the sphinx was 

trying to tell me. 



 “Need not worry human. Go with confidence and the pride will protect you.” 

I was happy I had guessed the answer to live another day. We pressed on with much 

more confidence that we would make it back to the safari to save Pegasus. We followed the 

arrows direction, which led us to the Sea of Rainbows. The scene was utterly breathtaking 

with all its radiant colours mixing and moving together. 

“How can we find the lion in the sea?” I asked Peanut, puzzled. 

There was nothing around that could take us out to sea, and it was too large to fly over 

without getting exhausted. Quickly, Peanut takes off into the sky as high as he could go and 

suddenly drops back down with his wings tucked tight around his body; like a tiny rock. He 

explained that it is faster to drop back down then to fly down.  

“An island with a purple tree!” Peanut frantically points his wings out at the sea. 

“The island of Pride.” 

They called it the Rainbow Sea because the water swirled with many colors. In my 

opinion, it looked more like swirls of paint. Maybe even what gasoline looks like when 

mixed with water; but I assure you that the water was safe for the creatures that lived in it, 

however, it was not drinkable for me. 

“How are we suppose to get to the island?” I sigh in defeat. 

Peanut fly’s out to the sea and disappears into the water. Moments later the water 

begins to create ripples onto the shore; soaking my shoes. A large charismatic mermaid rises 

out of the water holding Peanut in his hand. He was roughly three times the size of myself. I 

have only seen these magnificent creatures in story books; never with my own eyes. The 

mermaid grabs me and places me upon his back. I instinctively grab onto a couple locks of 

his hair for support. He gracefully swims towards an island in the distance.  



I had never been out to sea before, and found it to be very peaceful, except for a 

panicked sea-goat that swims up to us in distress. 

“A man with a gun, and purse has reached the Island of Pride. The ‘sylph’s’ made his 

journey very windy. We think he is out to hurt the lions pride!” 

With this news the mermaid picked up its pace, and we reached the shore of the island 

in record time. Alex was nowhere in sight, and had left behind his dismantled raft with my 

pouch contents scattered on the beach. I quickly grabbed my pouch and helped myself to 

what was left of my water and rations. After recharging, I ventured into a thick forest of 

dense, black, prickly trees. I shapeshifted into a small rabbit and continued through the trees 

while Peanut flew up above. It wasn’t long before I stepped out of the trees into a pride of 

lions that stretched out as far as I could see. None that I saw had wings, and paid no attention 

to my presence.  

I changed back into my human form and took a deep breath before I continued 

through the pride of lions. The lions cleaned each other and licked their paws, ignoring me 

completely. I noticed there was a few pieces of clothing scattered on the ground. I continued 

towards the purple tree to the centre of the pride. There I saw my book of clues laying beside 

the tree. Without much thought I ran up and took it. After examining it, I looked up into the 

branches. Sleeping peacefully was a large golden lion with wings. He was the most 

magnificent creature my eyes had ever seen with a fluffy mane that looked healthy and plush. 

He seemed to have a radiant glow to him. 

Peanut woke him as he rested on the branch in front of his face, which he had no fear 

to stare him dead in the eyes and squawk, “Hello!” 



Ignoring Peanut, the lion jumped down from the branch with no sound at all, almost 

as though he weighed nothing. He was magnificent in size, and his wings just as magnificent. 

He circled around me; smelling, and analyzing me. 

“Pegasus is hurt, and we need your help!” I manage to stutter out. 

“Pegasus is a friend- I would be honored to help!” he growls in response. 

“The Safari is threatened by a poacher named Alex, and I think he is hunting you to.” 

“My Pride has eaten dear Alex - his heart was not as clean as his hands. He is a 

threat no longer.” 

He shoves his head on my chest, forcing me to pet his mane and encourage me to 

mount his back. I feel a calming, vibrating sensation pulse through my body as I hug his neck 

for support. At this moment I realized what the treasure was – It was not the heart of the lion 

itself, but rather; the Purr. Which could only be turned on through love, and a caring hand. 

The treasure was the healing vibration the lion emanated from its Purr, and it felt wonderful. 

With a leap in the air, we fly through the clouds towards the Safari. Even from a 

distance it looked magnificently large. The sphinx looked small in comparison to the desert 

as we flew over it. The safari was its own universe that welcomed all the mythical creatures 

of the land; a place thriving with life that they all called home. 

We landed in the court of the safari with stealth. I led the lion to Pegasus’s habitat and 

found her barely clinging to life, laying near her pond. The Majority of her beautiful white 

coat had turned black, and her breathing barely noticeable.  

The lion pushes his head into my chest for me to pet him again; and so I did. He 

begins to Purr, and wakes some creatures from its vibrations. The lion rests his entire body 

on Pegasus, and licks her wing. It was an endearing sight. Many creatures watched with 



admiration. Her wing rapidly, and magically heals, and her coat changes back to white. 

Within minutes, Pegasus was herself again, and the Safari was safe.  

All the mythical creatures rejoiced and begged the lion to stay. He agreed, and the 

next day I started a new habitat for the winged lion and his pride. 

“My heart is protected by my pride.” The lion says as he lays his head on my lap.  

“The Safari is my pride.” I say while I comb his golden mane with my fingers.  

THE END 

 


